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Onwards and Upwards

Radiometrix lends hand to US students

Press Release, 1st November 2008

Wireless communication specialist Radiometrix has supplied two custom
radio transceivers to Idaho State University for its Research Involving
Student Engineers (RISE) program.

The London-based company supplied the pair of customised UHX1 multi-channel
radio transceivers tuned to a special VHF frequency (147MHz) with US distributor,
Lemos International.
The program is sponsored by NASA and
releases weather balloons with ceilings
exceeding 25,000 meters. The balloons
have payloads made up of a camera box,
an automatic position reporting system for
tracking purposes, and a flight computer.
In addition, the balloons can carry various
experiments from extremeophile bacteria
research to simple egg drop mechanisms.

High Altitude Balloon

Weight is a key concern to comply with Federal Aviation Administration’s 12 lb
weight limit on these flights. “Finding a compact, lightweight radio solution was
vital to the continued success of the project”, noted Professor Tim Frazier, the project’s faculty sponsor. Researchers have been looking at how to miniaturize the
multi-channel tracking package, and the Radiometrix module offered a way of
achieving this. "Lemos and Radiometrix have worked with us to choose a suitable
transceiver and associated electronics for the project," explained Ben Estes, program member. "The UHX-1 module from Radiometrix has enabled a transparent
serial link between the control station and the flight computer in the balloon once it
is airborne. This allows full communication between the balloon and the ground
crew”, Estes continued, “allowing them to operate vents, cut-down mechanisms,
parachute deployment, and actuate any other mechanisms needed."
UHX1 Transceiver datasheet:
Idaho State University RISE program:
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http://www.radiometrix.com/pdf/uhx1.pdf
http://isgc.uidaho.edu/rise/

About Radiometrix

Established in 1985 and headquartered in London, Radiometrix continues to be
recognised as the leading global developer of narrow and wideband radio
communication modules. Our diverse product range is suitable for a wide variety of
licensed and licence-exempt ISM/SRD wireless applications, and is available
worldwide through our global sales and distribution network.

For more information on the company, please visit our website:
www.radiometrix.com

Contact Radiometrix
Editorial queries can be sent to press@radiometrix.com
Sales queries can be directed to the sales department: sales@radiometrix.com
Radiometrix Ltd,
Hartcran House,
231 Kenton Lane,
Harrow,
Middlesex,
HA3 8RP,
UK.
Tel: +44 (0) 208-909-9595
Fax: +44 (0) 208-909-2233

Limitation of liability

The information furnished by Radiometrix Ltd is believed to be accurate and reliable. Radiometrix Ltd
reserves the right to make changes or improvements in the design, specification or manufacture of its subassembly products without notice. Radiometrix Ltd does not assume any liability arising from the application or use of any product or circuit described herein, nor for any infringements of patents or other rights of
third parties which may result from the use of its products. This data sheet neither states nor implies warranty of any kind, including fitness for any particular application. These radio devices may be subject to
radio interference and may not function as intended if interference is present. We do NOT recommend
their use for life critical applications. The Intrastat commodity code for all our wireless radio modules is:
8542 6000.
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